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AUTOMATIC BAND SAW SETTING MACHINE
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SCM-I                                                                               
Depending  on  the  band  saw  width,  tooth  depth  and  blade  thickness,  SCM-I  is  the  ideal 
machine to set all types of band saws in right-left, right-straight-left, right-straight-straight-left 
forms automatically.

Purpose:

Tooth setting forms:

SCM-I at a glance:

 Automatic band saw setting in right-left, right-straight-left and right-straight-straight-
left forms. 

 Setting amount adjustable according to the wood material to be cut and depth of the 
band saw to be used in cutting.

 Automatic and equal setting providing:
- smooth cutting surface,
- equal and less stock removal,
- more proper geometrical shape on wood cut compared to manual setting.

 Fast and time saving.
 Equal pressure on each teeth by proper setting.
 Preventing tooth breakages.
 Ergonomic use.
 Stable machine base.
 Ease of operation. 
 On-off switch.
 Simple adjustments.
 Standard saw holder legs. 
 Automatic or manual operation.
 Production conformed with CE standards.
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SCM-I                                                                               
Technical specifications:

  Mounted band saw width 10-100mm
  Indexing stroke 0-60mm
  Feeding rate 40 teeth/min.
  Tooth crossing forms Right-left, right-straight-left, right-straight-straight-left
  Motor power 0,37kW
  Motor quantity 1
  Voltage 380V, 3Ph, 50-60Hz
  Total power ~0,55kW
  Net/gross weight 275/300kg
  Dimensions 80*120*175cm

Motors on the machine:

− Gearbox motor – 0,37kW 1400 r.p.m.

Included accessories:

- Saw holder carriage legs.

Precise and equal tooth setting.
To the point stroke.

On-off switch providing ease of operation.
Either automatic or manual work.
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